Background {#Sec1}
==========

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive degradation process that can occur in a number of joints. OA causes low-grade inflammation in joints and mainly affects the elderly \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Approximately 30 % of those over the age of 65 suffer from OA. Its pathological signs include joint angulation \[[@CR3]\], osteophyte formation, and joint space narrowing \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\].

Most common non-traumatic knee idiopathic conditions, including on known as the patella cartilage fibrillates \[[@CR6]\], softening, and beneath the surface of patella off \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. Unless there is a significant symptomatic or anatomical hypertrophy, identifying articular cartilage changes is very difficult. Imaging techniques, such as computed tomography (CT), X-ray imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, offer some hope for non-invasive detection of cartilage pathologies \[[@CR10]\]. It is impractical to display the functional integrity of cartilage just in terms of its stiffness, softening, or fissuring \[[@CR11]\].

Arthroscopy is a traditional method for the evaluation of cartilage conditions in the pathological diagnosis of cartilage. However, arthroscopy often causes side effects because it is intrusive. There are some of the risks of surgery and anesthesia. Repeated arthroscopic evaluation of patients would not be practical \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\].

During clinical observation, the knee of patients with OA often exhibits a crepitus phenomenon \[[@CR14]\]. Using one hand placed on the patella, the examiner performs the physical examination during the passive range of motion (ROM). However, this observation is a very subjective experience and cannot be recorded for analytical purposes \[[@CR15]\]. Crepitus alone is not an indication of osteoarthritis, and is only one of several indicators in published criteria \[[@CR16]\].

Foregoing dysfunctions of the knee joint sound auscultation by analyzing the non-invasive diagnosis, many researchers have reported that the feasibility and effectiveness of this technology \[[@CR17]\]. Collecting audio signals recorded on the knee, Chu et al. developed good methods in order to reduce environmental noise such as background and skin friction, the signal is divided into different categories \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. Kernohan et al. stated that coverage of 86 % of a meniscal injury would produce characteristic signals, and normal changes combined with swelling may be useful pointers of early cartilage degeneration \[[@CR20]\]. McCoy et al. showed that meniscus injuries and arthritis knee sound analysis, based on sound peaks dividing frequency groups, can be used for the identification of chondromalacia patellar \[[@CR21]\].

Various knee sound signal processing techniques have been carried out under joint pathology classification of normal and abnormal test the knee, such as autoregression \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], least square \[[@CR24]\], and linear prediction modeling \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], as well as time--frequency analysis \[[@CR27]\] and wavelet decomposition \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. The setup of the system for acquiring vibroarthrographic (VAG) signals was proposed by Lin et al. \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\].

In this study, we aimed to synthesize the knee sounds in vitro based on the frequency components obtained from a previous study \[[@CR33]\]. The objective of this paper was to build a template database for knee crepitus sound. Because the sound and vibration of OA can be reproduced through this method, learners of diagnosing OA immediately familiarize the sound and vibration made by OA. In this study, we aimed to synthesize the knee sounds in vitro based on the frequency components obtained from a previous study to help generate joint sounds useful for teaching. This method will replace or shorten the training of less experienced orthopedists or internships for the diagnosis of OA. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no previous studies concerning the in vitro synthesis of crepitus sounds for knee OA. Previous studies have concentrated on the frequency parts of the signal, i.e., the analytical approach for signal processing. However, the reverse way, i.e., a synthetic approach, is explored in this study. Once the sound model database was built, the usefulness for OA diagnosis was then explored.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Demographic data {#Sec3}
----------------

Fifty-nine patients with degenerative arthritis and 85 patients with no history of knee injury or discomfort were enrolled. Their demographic data, including age, sex, and disease status, were recorded. Every OA patient had a knee X-ray for anterior-posterior and lateral views for disease grading with Kellgren--Lawrence (KL) scores by two independent orthopedic surgeons. The KL grades were recorded for three partitions of the knee joint: lateral, medial, and patellofemoral (PF). The KL grading scale is based on the state of OA in five grades, with 0 indicating normal and 4 indicating the most severe manifestation of the disease.

The KL grading ranges from 0--4: Grade 0: none (definitely no OA); Grade 1: doubtful (doubtful possible osteophytes or narrowing of joint space); Grade 2: minimal (definite osteophytes); Grade 3: moderate (moderate osteophytes, definite slight sclerosis, narrowing of joint space, and possible deformity of bone contours); Grade 4: severe (serious osteophytes, outstanding narrowing of joint space, serious sclerosis, and definite deformity of bone contours). Since the knee sound signals might be changed by the pressure between the bell of the stethoscope and the skin, a specially fitted knee brace was used to hold the stethoscope in front of the patella. The KL grading was used for the comparison.

Experimental protocol {#Sec4}
---------------------

The electro-stethoscope was assembled with a conventional stethoscope and a high-performance microphone. The microphone was connected to the line-in port of a personal computer (PC) for obtaining sound signals. The sound signals were transferred by the PC. Each recorded sampling criteria was 44,100 Hz and 16 bits per sample rate for digitizing. A scalable electro-goniometer was set on the side of the knee for measuring joint rotation. The pressure between the skin and the bell of the stethoscope may change the knee sound signals, so a suitable knee brace was used to grip the stethoscope in front of the patella \[[@CR30]\].

The contact zone selected for auscultation on the condyle of patellar position was considered physiological structure and location so that we could eliminate the disturbance of muscle contraction. The knee joint in the flexion position is defined as 90º and the knee in full extension is defined as 0º. One ROM cycle contained more than the approximate angle 90° → 0° → 90° range of one passive flexion and passive extension within a period of 2 s. The knee joint was moved passively by an examiner between 0 and 90°, using the electro-goniometer as a guide. The examiner attempted to maintain a constant angular velocity during the process of manually moving the joint.

The subject was warmed up passively for maintaining the speed of knee flexion and extension constant. After some ROM cycles training in the sitting position, each subject underwent passive ROM cycles for 20 s, maintaining a constant angular velocity. During data collection, the passive ROM cycle was remained to \~2 s in each cycle. If the collection cycle is not exactly of the required length, the changes might affect the sound signals of the angular velocity of the knee, which would lead to the acquisition of signal frequency characteristic error. Therefore, in order to minimize such things from happening, the sound signals obtained in a single cycle were divided according to the knee joint angle that was recorded by the goniometer. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, knee flexed (90°) and fully extended (0°) in a sitting position as measured with a goniometer.Fig. 1Knee flexed (90°) and fully extended (0°) in a sitting position as measured with a goniometer. *FPGA* Field Programmable Gate Array

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the sound signals are arranged in one column with the goniometer data. In 25--75° of flexion process of collecting sound signals are used for further analysis. Corresponding to the start and end stages of the knee ROM, respectively, if there is too much noise, the signals during 0--25° and 75--90° will be discarded. From the physio-anatomical point of view, at the start and end stages of the knee ROM, the patella does not make full contact with the surface of the femur. In addition, there is a lot of background noise related to the acceleration/deceleration of the knee joint during such a period. Consequently, only the segment of 25--75° was preserved. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the ascending signal limb is tagged "up" and the descending limb is tagged "down". The ascending limb indicates the knee extension, and the descending limb indicates the knee flexion. Although the two limbs have the same tracking route, the patella on the femur surface can still be seen the differences.

Signal processing and feature selection {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

The sound signal in the time domain is input as a computer analysis as standard vector. A fast Fourier transform of the signal was carried out. A ratio index ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the lower limit *l* is set as 5 for integration, and the upper limit *u* is set as 500. The denominator is the partial sum of the power spectrum of the signal in the frequency domain. There are two reasons why the lower limit *l* cannot be 1.

First, the low-frequency value of 1 means DC component, and can be seen the roaming of the baseline is a phenomenon highlighted by sound signal. Secondly, the first 4 cycles of low frequency components may cause interference with the knee ROM cycle. Therefore, the partial sum of the power spectrum must start from *l* = 5. In contrast, the choice of the upper limit *u* is more flexible. In the low frequency region, Fourier energy spectrum has greater concentration.
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In Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the denominator is kept the same as in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). However, the integration in the denominator is different from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The integration lower limit $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Artificial signal synthesis {#Sec6}
---------------------------

### Phase 1: collection of VAG sounds from patients {#Sec7}

In preliminary results, the highest correlated frequency segments were found to be around 50--150 Hz. If the most highly correlated frequency segments can be defined, then we can detect the corresponding Fourier coefficients from the subjects, i.e., we will form a vector of length 10 for each individual for every frequency segment.

### Phase 2: synthesis of in vitro sounds for a training database {#Sec8}

To eliminate the influence of noise and the outliers, the median of this vector element was used as the desired weighting. Although the Fourier coefficient may be complex in nature, we attempted to handle this problem by separation of real and complex parts, and then this coefficient is used to synthesize the sound signal. The sound signal is then extended to 20 s.

### Phase 3: reliability assessment of the synthesized sounds {#Sec9}

The synthesized sound is outputted to a highly sensitive speaker for further evaluation. A knee cast was built with a pant cloth covering on it. The speaker was placed under the patella surface. The sound was played with the examiner's hand placed over the patella surface. For assessing the quality of the signal we synthesized, we performed a questionnaire containing the Likert scale to evaluate the quality of the sound. The questionnaire was answered by three independent orthopedic surgeons. The descriptive statistics and analysis was carried out using SPSS software.

Classification based on synthetic sound signals {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------

Eventually, the database representing every patient and normal subjects was built. If there was an unknown signal to be classified, the decision rule was based on the distance defined by the Kullback--Leibler divergence (KL divergence), which is a metric used in information theory and it is non-symmetric in nature. However, it can provide a convenient and elegant way of measuring the similarity of two discrete probability distribution functions. The KL divergence for discrete probability distribution was calculated as in Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ Q\left( i \right) $$\end{document}$ is the patient's synthetic sound signal. The classification process is thereafter a simple task: pick the smallest KL divergence, and the KL grade belonging to the signal is then the OA diagnosis of the unknown signal. Based on this method, the classification accuracy rate is then calculated with a leave-one-out sampling method.

Results {#Sec11}
=======

The system for VAG sound signal collection was shown in an earlier report \[[@CR30]\]. The number of patients for sound signal collection was 144, which were grouped by gender (122 male, 22 female), age (106 ≤ 39, 8 for 40--60, and 30 for \>60 years) and by KL grading (52 grade 0, 9 grade 1, 43 grade 2, 18 grade 3, and 22 grade 4). The minimum number of KL grading was 9. We used the electro-stethoscope that was assembled with a conventional stethoscope for obtaining sound signal. The knee sound signal recorded is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, in which the sound signal of multiple cycles is aligned with the goniometer data. For viewing the details of the VAG signal, the ascending and descending limbs are amplified and shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b.Fig. 2One sample of knee sound signal acquired. The sound amplitude data is aligned with goniometer data. The data is composed of 8 cycles. Each cycle can be segmented into ascending and descending limbsFig. 3The detailed view of ascending and descending limbs is shown in **a**, **b**. There is some similarity between the two waveforms. However, they are not all the same due to inhomogeneous process of knee extension and flexion

The knee sound signal database was built with all the collected sound signals. Every sound signal was associated with an OA stage classified by KL grading obtained by X-ray. A wavelet transform of the signal is performed for each KL category. The median of the wavelet coefficient is selected in each KL category. Then, the inverse wavelet transform is carried out to obtain the synthesis signal. The synthesis sound signal is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--e, corresponding to KL grade 0--4. The sounds coming from the medial or lateral compartment of the knee could be adequately assessed with this approach using the stethoscope on the patella. The method using the stethoscope that was an innovative device with a goniometer on the patella would be a valid way to assess osteoarthritis in medial and lateral compartments.Fig. 4Representative signal for grade 0--4 is shown in **a**--**e**. The sample sound signal is output to the speaker with a cycle of 2 s and lasting for 20 s. The quality of this simulation sound signal is quite like the real-world signal

In order to compare the median coefficient algorithm, we also synthesized the corresponding signal in each category by mathematical means. Both types of synthesis signal were then evaluated by three independent physicians for quality assessment. Three clinicians assessed the sounds and rated them. Raters were 47, 47, and 52 years old, and had 20, 20, and 25 years of clinical experience. All three are board-certified orthopedic surgeons. The quality assessment was recorded as a Likert score, with 0 indicating the worst and 5 indicating the best. The descriptive statistics for the Likert score are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Because the minimum number of KL grading is 9, N is 9. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (N = 9). Significant results are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. All five categories achieve a statistically significant difference with p \< .05.Table 1Descriptive statistics for Likert score of two different synthesis signalsNMeanStd. deviationMinimumMaximumKL0_median93.66671.000002.005.00KL1_median93.4444.881922.005.00KL2_median93.33331.118032.005.00KL3_median94.3333.866033.005.00KL4_median94.0000.866033.005.00KL0_mean92.2226.527052.003.00KL1_mean91.8889.781741.003.00KL2_mean91.7778.666671.003.00KL3_mean92.1111.927961.003.00KL4_mean92.4444.527052.003.00The minimum number of KL grading is 9KLX_median: median value for KL grading XKLX_mean: mean value for KL grading XTable 2Wilcoxon rank scale test for comparing the two methodsNMean rankSum of ranksKL0_mean-KL0_medianNegative ranks7^a^4.7933.50Positive ranks1^b^2.502.50Ties1^c^Total9KL1_mean-KL1_medianNegative ranks6^d^3.5021.00Positive ranks0^e^.00.00Ties3^f^Total9KL2_mean-KL2_medianNegative ranks7^g^4.0028.00Positive ranks0^h^.00.00Ties2^i^Total9KL3_mean-KL3_medianNegative ranks8^j^4.5036.00Positive ranks0^k^.00.00Ties1^l^Total9KL4_mean-KL4_medianNegative ranks8^m^4.5036.00Positive ranks0^n^.00.00Ties1^o^Total9The minimum number of KL grading is 9^a^KL0_mean \< KL0_median^b^KL0_mean \> KL0_median^c^KL0_mean = KL0_median^d^KL1_mean \< KL1_median^e^KL1_mean \> KL1_median^f^KL1_mean = KL1_median^g^KL2_mean \< KL2_median^h^KL2_mean \> KL2_median^i^KL2_mean = KL2_median^j^KL3_mean \< KL3_median^k^KL3_mean \> KL3_median^l^KL3_mean = KL3_median^m^KL4_mean \< KL4_median^n^KL4_mean \> KL4_median^o^KL4_mean = KL4_medianTable 3Test statistic by Wilcoxon Rank test for two different methodsKL0_mean-KL0_medianKL1_mean-KL1_medianKL2_mean-KL2_medianKL3_mean-KL3_medianKL4_mean-KL4_medianZ−2.226^a^−2.271^a^−2.388^a^−2.533^a^−2.565^a^Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed).026.023.017.011.010^a^Based on positive ranks^b^Wilcoxon signed ranks test

The sample signals were evaluated using different algorithms (median and mean). The cross-table validation of the synthesis signal with sample signals is shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The main diagonal elements represent the correct classification by the KL divergence metric, while the off-diagonal elements represent the misclassified cases. The number of patients for testing the discriminant power of each KL divergence metric was 150. The accuracy rate of the median coefficient algorithm and mean coefficient algorithm were 93 % and 88 %, respectively. The accuracy rate of the median coefficient algorithm for cross-validation was better than the mean coefficient algorithm for synthesis of VAG as described above.Table 4Cross-table for testing the discriminant power of the KL divergence metricTrue\\classifiedKL0KL1KL2KL3KL4TotalKL0\_ median12822000150KL1\_ median12138000150KL2\_ median0414420150KL3\_ median0041406150KL4\_ median0005145150KL0\_ mean13713000150KL1\_ mean32116200150KL2\_ mean0514320150KL3\_ mean02812911150KL4\_ mean00210138150The number of patients for testing the discriminant power of each KL divergence metric is 150Accuracy rate(median) = .93 (93 %)Accuracy rate(mean) = .88 (88 %)

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

OA of the knee is a very common disease that mainly affects the elderly. X-ray remains the gold standard for the diagnosis of OA, and although auscultation of the knee is non-invasive, it is still not widely used in clinical practice. Generated during knee ROM, the crepitus sounds are non-stationary and multi-component in nature, and the optimal signal analysis method remains to be elucidated. However, because of the potentially harmful radiation effects and cost of X-rays, non-invasive auscultation of the knee can provide a useful alternative to conventional routine X-ray examination. The grading of knee OA using X-rays correlated closely with the signal characteristics of VAG.

Using a line-in cable, a traditional microphone was connected to a PC. The microphone was also connected to the plastic tube of a stethoscope. This innovative equipment worked well in getting the sound signal with good quality and available facility. In the process of setting up the equipment for data acquisition, the goniometer accompanying the stethoscope is of crucial importance.

In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the information on knee position and facilitate data segmentation is provided by using the goniometer data. The VAG signal was only retained within 25--75° during the ROM. The information on signals during the start and ending stages were discarded.

In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the VAG signal for knee extension (90--0°) and knee flexion (0--90°) is shown. It can be seen that the two signals have some similarity, but are not identical. During knee ROM for VAG data acquisition, the extension stage was assisted by the examiner's hand while the patient's leg muscle partially contracted to counter gravity. However, during knee flexion, the examiner's hand is more relaxed, because there is no need to counter gravity. At the same time, the patient's thigh muscle is more relaxed due to the weight of the leg. However, the extension/flexion process shares the same tracking path, i.e., the patella-femoral trochlear and medial/lateral femur condyle. Therefore, in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, there is some similarity between the two signals.

In our previous study, we found that the characteristic frequency for differentiating the diseased signal was about 50--200 Hz. Therefore, the VAG signal is first processed with the Fourier transform to obtain the whole frequency spectrum (0--2000 Hz), and then the 50--200 Hz segment is selected and divided into fifteen portions. Each portion consists of 10-Hz-wide signals. Next, an inverse Fourier transform is done to obtain the time-domain signal. Originally, we tried to perform VAG signal synthesis on the Fourier domain. However, we found that it was difficult to obtain a good quality signal due to the variation in the input samples. The difficulties of Fourier transform arise from two aspects: one is the versatility of the 2-second cycle. For each test subject, a VAG signal lasts about 20 s, but the individual cycles are not all the same. If the knee ROM cycle is versatile, then the frequency component will vary accordingly. The other problem comes from the sound signal amplitude variation due to friction noise, surrounding atmosphere noise, and irregularity of the muscle contraction activity.

In order to solve the problem of noise and outliers, the Haar wavelet transform was used to further treat the 50--200 Hz reconstructed signal. We have performed up to twelve levels of Haar transformation to completely decompose the VAG signal. In the Haar wavelet system, the coefficients are all real, and deeper levels of Haar represent the low frequency parts. In contrast, the shallow level of decomposition represents the high frequency parts. However, it is just an analogy to describe the Haar decomposition system using the terms of frequency, because, in fact, the Haar decomposition has its own mathematical meanings.

The merits of Haar decomposition are twofold: the decomposition coefficient is real, instead of complex as in the Fourier analysis. As we know, when performing the median number selection, a delicate problem will be encountered when dealing with complex numbers. On the other hand, we found that the wavelet transform is more robust to the signal noise. In order to obtain a typical signal that represents each KL category, the median of the Haar coefficient is chosen in each wavelet level to do the inverse transformation. This method elegantly resolves the problem of averaging the signal from different patients to obtain a "population mean" in each KL category. As we know, direct averaging of the time-domain signal is not feasible due to the great variation of the input samples. However, just by choosing the median of every level of Haar coefficient, we can obtain a hybrid signal representing the "population mean" in each KL category. For comparison, the mathematical mean of the wavelet coefficient is taken for the inverse transformation. The comparison of these two methods is then assessed by three independent physicians. The signal is fed to the physician in sequence three times, and the quality is recorded using a Likert score as shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The Wilcoxon rank test statistic is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fortunately, all KL grade categories achieve statistical significance (p \< .05), i.e., the median synthesis method outperformed the mathematical mean methods.

For testing the classification power of the synthesis VAG signal, the distance measurement is chosen to use the KL divergence. Here, the abbreviation name is the same as the KL grade (Kellegren-Lawrence score), but the different contexts help readers differentiate them. However, it can be differentiated correctly from the related context. In information theory, the KL divergence is a useful metric for assessing the similarity between two probability distribution functions (PDF). In Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), it is important to keep the synthesis signal over the denominator position, while the testing sample remains in the numerator position. The KL divergence metric is asymmetric, but the numerator/denominator position cannot be changed. After calculating the KL divergence distance, the nearest neighbor rule (NN) is used to assign the KL categories. The cross-validation result is shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. The accuracy rate of the median was 93 % and the accuracy rate of the mean was 88 %. However, from Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, it can be observed that there is some overlap between the neighboring KL grades as judged by the synthesis signal classifier. This is reasonable because the similarity between neighboring KL grades is high. The sound of KL grade 4 feels like grade 3, not like grade 2, and can in no way be judged as grade 0. Similarly, the grade 1 signal is sometimes judged as grade 0, but it cannot be classified as grade 4. In our experience, the human learning capability is great. Once a person is familiar with the synthesis signal, they can perform the classifying task by touch feeling precisely, with little error. Therefore, the artificial signal we synthesized has the potential to build a learning system for medical students, internships, and para-medical personnel.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

In conclusion, an innovation stethoscope device for use with a goniometer obtains knee sound signals. Inputted to a PC, the sound signals were segmented according to the goniometer data. A Fourier transform of the signals was performed over the correlated frequency segment. Implementations of the inverse Fourier transform in order to get a time-domain signal. Haar wavelet transformation is then carried out. Coefficient medians are chosen to inverse transform the synthesis signal. The quality of synthesis signal was assessed by clinicians and was found to be better than the mean method. Cross-validation results were good and achieved a 93 % accuracy rate. Therefore, our method provides a feasible way to evaluate crepitus sounds that may assist in the diagnosis of knee OA.
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